The EVOLUTION of Self-Contained Prize Counters.
Modularity:

Prize Hub’s unique modular construction allows operators the flexibility to create the exact prize center for their needs.

The Full Modular is our basic configuration, but the Main Hub can support up to two of each vending hub, providing the perfect prize mix for each specific location.

Have a large transient crowd that doesn’t spend a lot of time in the game room? Try linking two capsule hubs to offer an incredible variety with 32 different low-ticket prize options!

Do you have regulars that come back time and again to play? Entice them with a pair of lockers featuring high-value large prizes!

An impressive bank of all seven hubs could replace an entire attended prized counter!

The possibilities are endless...

Prize Hub creates game rooms where there have never been game rooms before! This self-contained prize center introduces a sleek, modern approach to the redemption market.

The Modular configuration offers flexibility in variety and prize capacity, making it a great fit for any size location. Expand its potential even more by adding up to two each of the Capsule, Spindle, and Locker Hubs.

Players use the intuitive 22” touch screen to shop and claim prizes while operators benefit from the user-friendly menus.

**Testimonials**

“Prize Hub has been everything we had hoped it would be. Since replacing a different prize machine with the new modular Prize Hub our service calls are down 95%—this has made the location very happy.”

—Ciro Poma

*Power Play Amusements*

“The Prize Hub was the only way I could talk my customer into letting me do redemption. They wanted nothing to do a ticket counter and all the work that goes into it...but with Prize Hub the location has more than doubled in income! Anyone operating in a bowling center or other locations that might be big enough for redemption, but never thought about it before should definitely be looking into Prize Hub.”

—Steve Mehringer

*Mehringer Amusements*
Other versatile configurations...

Mix & Match up to 2 of each Hub!
PRIZE HUB
features & benefits:

Prize Hub Includes:

Bright White Cabinet
• Prizes are the center of attention
• Stands out in a gameroom
• Locking casters for security and stability

Touch Screen Monitor
• 5 user-selectable language options; English, Spanish, French, German and Italian
• Prize image display for simple and intuitive shopping
• Ability to display customized advertisements

Smart Operations Menu with Statistics Tracking
• Fully customizable to fit any location
• Password protection options
• Simply tracks game room activity

Factory Options:

Evolve® System
• Eliminates the need for ticket eaters
• Encourages repeat customers by allowing them to save tickets for another visit

Security Package
• Add security hasps on back of each cabinet

Marquee Bling Package
• Add a brightly lit marquee to attract attention
• Add descriptive side graphics

Features:
• Individual hubs can be assembled in virtually any combination, up to two of each hub
• Allows Prize Hub to grow with the location – Add on later!

Main Hub
+ 22" Touch Screen Monitor
+ 5 Language Options
+ Advertisement Capabilities
+ Password-Protected Operator Menu
+ Built in Shelving for Extra Prize Storage
+ USB Prize Image Uploading

Capsule Hub
+ 18 Rotating Capsule Bins
+ 110 Capsules per Bin = 1,980 Total Capacity
+ 2” Acorn, Round, and Egg Capsules
+ 2” Foam and Super Balls
+ Blister Pack Display

Spindle Hub
+ 14 Prize Spindles
+ Security Rods
+ Up to 14 Prizes per Spindle
+ Attractive Hanging Prize Display

Locker Hub
+ 5 Prize Lockers
+ Secure Locking System
+ LED Lighting
+ Glass Doors